6. Possessive adjectives

My book  His book 1

Our mother  Their mother 2

Her book  Your book

Its tail

Read and complete:

your – my – its – her – his – their – our

They’re _____flowers.  It’s _____book.

He is _______father.

Read and complete:

your – my – its – her – his – their – our

He is _______brother.

She is ______sister.

He is _______teacher.

He is _______teacher.
Reorder words to form a sentence and punctuate:

- The flag - our - country - of - it's
- Dress - like - Mary - her - doesn't
- Mother's - my - birthday - today - is
- Change - the - can - lizard - colour - its

Write a sentence with the help of the guide words and pictures:

- (visit - my)
- (his - bike)
Describe Fatma's room with the help of the following guide words:
(tidy - shoes – under – bag – on – dress – chair)

This is Fatma. Her room is

---------------------------------
Describe Ali’s room with the help of the following guide words:

(untidy – ball – between – cloths – on – football - under)

This is Ali. His room is

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Write a paragraph of five sentences about Dr. Ali and his wife Dr. Sara with the help of the following picture and guide words:

- go early
- work hard
- help
- sick people
- give medicine
- kind

Ali and his wife Sara are doctors. They work in Mubaruk Hospital. They always....